I. FORMAT

- Brief summary of discussions at the 9-10 February 2017 conference at Penn Law in Philadelphia (sponsored by III, NATLAW, and OHADA): Dr. Marek Dubovec
- Moderator will pose to panelists a series of discussion topics/issues.
II. DISCUSSION TOPICS/ISSUES

1. Institutional coordination of implementation/technical assistance (as opposed to coordination of development of texts).

2. Internal institutional coordination of reform projects.
II. DISCUSSION TOPICS/ISSUES

3. Coordination with other institutions.

II. DISCUSSION TOPICS/ISSUES

4. Coordination with organizations not present at Colloquium (e.g. US Treasury, IADB, ADB).
II. DISCUSSION TOPICS/ISSUES

5. GRAND FINALE: Each panelist assumes the role of Benevolent Dictator:

   If you could make *one change* to improve current “processes” for global ST reforms, what would it be?
THE END